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ENTERPRISE IT SUPPORT
No nonsense desktop to datacentre services



Outstanding service

Mavin has unparalleled experience of delivering 
outstanding IT maintenance, service and resource 
to a varied customer base. We are trusted by 
organisations in local and central government, 
finance, publishing, legal, manufacturing, telecoms 
and many other sectors.

From across our Service Alliance Centres in 
London, Bristol, High Wycombe, Huntingdon, 
Redditch, Bradford and Glasgow, we deliver 
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Mavin delivers outstanding IT maintenance

locally-based, UK-wide service ensuring our 
customers receive the very best response times 
and personal ownership when they most need it.

Our ability to deliver consistently against SLAs 
ensures that customers are confident in our 
capabilities, contracting our services to support 
their most critical business systems as well as their 
general infrastructure. This confidence has resulted 
in clients choosing to renew year after year.

Mavin is a leading independent multi vendor services provider, delivering 24/7 maintenance support and 
a wide range of IT services for both non-production and business-critical systems.

SUPPORTING CRITICAL BUSINESS SYSTEMS AND INFRASTRUCTURE  
UK-WIDE SERVICE 
__________________________________________________________________________________

Personal service
Currently supporting multiple global 
infrastructures encompassing 1000s of systems 
within heterogeneous environments and 
with varying critical SLA requirements, our 
Infrastructure Support service can be referenced 
within some of the world’s leading organisations 
across most business sectors.

We specialise in the provision of bespoke service 

sets, which are designed to meet our clients’ 
individual infrastructure requirements and uptime 
objectives. Mavin’s vendor accredited tech teams 
are populated with extremely competent and 
resourceful professional engineers. They are very 
fast learners with strong communication skills at 
all levels and are able to work effectively in most 
commercial environments.

Services Provider - UK Focus



Mavin Service Alliance - A unique global alliance
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Mavin Alliance Maintenance and Support Services

Alliance Benefits

SERVICE ALLIANCE 
______________________________________

Engage with the Mavin Service Alliance and take 
proven and decisive action against increasing 
costs and inefficiency. We believe our service 
packages offer a good variant between industry 
best practise techniques and fit-for-purpose 
designs. After all, as with people, each organisation 
has an individual DNA which makes them unique.

BESPOKE SERVICE 
______________________________________

The traditional Managed Service model is tired 
and inherently inefficient. Mavin’s Service Alliance 
is designed to decrease costs by increasing 
efficiency. We believe that understanding our 
clients objectives and working environments from 
the outset is critical to the design of our client 
bespoke service sets. We achieve this by engaging 
openly with client teams, educating ourselves in 
relation to the client’s operation from both an 
IT and business perspective, then via workshop 
style meetings, formulation of a framework 
of appropriate service elements, milestone 
objectives and SLA measurement.

IMPROVE EFFICIENCY 
______________________________________

Whether it is the impact from the current 
inclement financial climate or the requirements 
to meet the Government’s bill on tackling climate 
change that feature regularly on your Board’s 
agenda, the message is generally the same for all 
major businesses. Conserve energy usage, reduce 
costs and improve efficiency. For any business to 
successfully strike the right balance between all 
three is no mean feat.

MINIMISE COSTS 
______________________________________

Mavin’s innovative approach to the qualification 
and delivery of service based solutions eliminates 
the frustrations and minimises costs related to 
the more traditional IT Managed Services. We 
enable tangible control and containment of IT 
costs, including management, by removing the 
complications and inflexibility associated with 
deploying an all encompassing outsourcing 
contract. As with all Group service and solutions 
our Alliance Support Services may be referenced 
within existing client organisations and we actively 
promote peer to peer introductions to generate 
and support confidence in our capabilities.

The Mavin Service Alliance delivers a unique global alliance between leading IT Services and Vendor Services 
centres. Originally formed by Mavin-Red Vista in 2005, the Mavin Service Alliance brings together some of 
the world’s leading IT service management companies devoted to delivering 1st class critical hardware and 
software infrastructure services through a dedicated and professionally accredited framework.



Contract Services

QUALITY RESOURCES 
______________________________________

Our Service Alliance teams possess extensive 
experience and consistency of personnel. 
Coupled with strong financial stability and 
dedicated professional staff, this provides our 
customers with the security they require from 
their long-term support partner.  We take pride 
in our work and focus on developing lasting 
relationships through delivering exceptional 
quality and value.

QUALITY RESOURCES 
______________________________________

Ask us about our unique Pay-As-You-Go Voucher 
based support and how this structure has 
successfully enabled existing clients to manage 
costs over deployment, increase operational 
efficiency and benefit from Mavin’s open 
engagement strategies.

Ask us about our Orphan System Support. If 
you need support for a system that has been 
accidentally missed off the contract, we will 
provide the same SLA as per the On-Contract 
systems and roll in the Orphan System onto the 
contract, post service delivery. Standard contract 
support costs and certain conditions will apply.

To ensure our customers receive 
the best possible service delivery 
and market-leading SLAs, contracts 
include the following quality resources:

•	 Call management via our UK call centre

•	 Web logging of calls and updates

•	 Fast, effective response

•	 Benefits to business

•	 Dedicated Engineering Resource

•	 Coverage Mon - Sun 24x7x365

•	 Flexible and guaranteed response times and 
SLAs

•	 Regular service reports and reviews

•	 Central and proactive account management

•	 Prompt and flexible pricing service

•	 Management and technical escalation on 
extended faults

•	 Seamless management of subcontracts where 
necessary

Mavin offers a flexible approach to contract services providing our clients with clear and co-operative 
engagement packages. Special Features and Service Enhancements are available throughout the contract life, 
enabling greater efficiency and effectiveness across all IT Vendor platforms.
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Developing lasting relationships with our clients

Contract Services



Residency Services

RESIDENCY TEAMS 
______________________________________

Mavin’s Residency Services Contracts deploy 
highly skilled, specialised professionals to address 
the customer’s critical information management 
and infrastructure needs. We operate teams of 
varying size and personnel who cover hardware, 
software, project management and the service 
desk. Mavin works closely with the customer to 
understand their pain points and resolve them. 
By gaining knowledge and experience of how 
the customer operates, we work in synergy with 
the customer’s own processes with a view to 
enhancing them and improving efficiency.

RESIDENCY CONTRACTS 
______________________________________

Our Residency Service Contracts are a better 
and more efficient business solution that allows 
the customer to focus on managing their 
business. Our services enable you to: 

•	 Realise greater and faster ROI on 
information infrastructure assets.

•	 Improve operational efficiencies.

•	 Expand management and support.

•	 Increase customer satisfaction.

•	 Narrow staff, skill, and/or experience gaps 
without additional headcount.

•	 Improve planning and operational insight 

RESIDENCY SERVICES 
______________________________________

Our comprehensive range of Residency Service 
Contracts may include:

•	 Resource management and provisioning

•	 Monitoring of information assets

•	 Operations management

•	 Root cause analysis

•	 Status reporting

•	 Configuration

•	 Internal or external customer support

•	 Troubleshooting

•	 Documentation

•	 Critical Hardware & Software Break-Fix 
Support 
 

PERSONALISED SUPPORT 
______________________________________

For personalised, day-to-day customer support 
or to manage support activities across your 
infrastructure, Mavin also offers multiple on-site 
and remote Personalised Support Residency 
Services. These services help drive rapid issue 
resolution, strategic planning and improved storage 
availability and stability.

Mavin operates a number of managed Residency Service Contracts where our engineers work on-site or 
remotely as part of the customer’s own service delivery commitments. Our range of Residency Services 
assist the customer with day-today operations from filling critical staff gaps to optimizing of processes, 
procedures and support with industry best practices. 

Efficient Business Solutions • Residency Contract Services
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Mavin Residency Service Contracts

Residency Services



Mavin Global Network

Trusted by Major Organisations 
Worldwide

Personal Service
We take pride in our work and focus on developing lasting relationships through the delivery of exceptional 
quality and value. We are happy to visit you any time to discuss your service requirements.



Mavin Operational Reach

Operational Reach:
EMEA and USA

Mavin EMEA and USA Maintenance Presence
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Require a flexible, bespoke support package? Just ask...

Support Packages
Mavin offers a flexible approach to contract services and delivers demanding response and fix time SLAs 
on a wide range of legacy and current platforms from HP, IBM, Sun/Oracle, Dell, Fujitsu, Siemens and other 
vendors. 

We take pride in our work and focus on developing lasting relationships through delivering exceptional 
quality and value. 

To ensure our customers receive the best possible service delivery and market-leading SLAs, contracts 
include the following quality resources, as featured opposite. 

We will be happy to visit you to discuss your requirements and provide a local site reference.

Support Packages
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Require a flexible, bespoke support package? Just ask...

Standard Maintenance 
Support Packages

Support Packages

LEVEL

1
LEVEL

2
LEVEL

3
LEVEL

4
LEVEL

5
CALL LOGGING
WINDOW

DELIVERY 
METHOD

TELEPHONE
RESPONSE TIME

REPAIR TIME

ON-SITE 
INTERVENTION 
TIME

EFFORTS
WINDOW

24 HRS PER DAY
365 DAYS PER YEAR

NAMED ENGINEER

30 MIN

CRITICAL PROBLEM
12 HOURS

MAJOR PROBLEM
24 HOURS

MINOR PROBLEM  
7 BUSINESS DAYS

2 HOURS

24 HRS PER DAY
365 DAYS PER YEAR

24 HRS PER DAY
365 DAYS PER YEAR

NAMED ENGINEER

30 MIN

CRITICAL PROBLEM
12 HOURS

MAJOR PROBLEM
24 HOURS

MINOR PROBLEM  
7 BUSINESS DAYS

4 HOURS

24 HRS PER DAY
365 DAYS PER YEAR

24 HRS PER DAY
365 DAYS PER YEAR

NAMED ENGINEER

1 HOUR

CRITICAL PROBLEM
12 HOURS

MAJOR PROBLEM
3 BUSINESS DAYS

MINOR PROBLEM  
14 BUSINESS DAYS

CRITICAL PROBLEM
4 HOURS

MAJOR PROBLEM
24 HOURS

24 HRS PER DAY
365 DAYS PER YEAR

24 HRS PER DAY
365 DAYS PER YEAR

NEXT AVAILABLE 
RESOURCE

1 HOUR

BEST EFFORTS TO 
COMPLY WITHIN 3 

BUSINESS DAYS

CRITICAL PROBLEM
4 HOURS

MAJOR PROBLEM
24 HOUR

24 HRS PER DAY
365 DAYS PER YEAR

PARTS ONLY
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Core Technologies maintained. For others, just ask...

Vendor Support

Vendor Support

The Mavin Vendor Matrix is a quick reference guide to the core technologies we maintain and service 
through our Service Alliance Programme. In fact, we maintain and service most IT hardware, so please 
contact us if you cannot see what you require here.

“Why use Mavin? In a nutshell, Mavin holds the client’s best interests in mind 
at all times. They deliver a high level of service consistently and are pleasant, 
professional people to do business with.”  
 
CTO • Major Global Financial

HARDWARE SUN/FTS HP IBM DIGITAL ALPHA NETWORK STORAGE PBX

PRODUCT

PRODUCT

All Models

Legacy and 
Current

All Models

Legacy and 
Current

All Models

Legacy and 
Current

All Models

Legacy and 
Current

All Vendors

Most Models

Legacy and 
Current

All Vendors

Most Models

Legacy and 
Current

All Vendors

Most Models

Legacy and 
Current

WORKSTATION All Brands All Brands All Brands All Brands All Brands All Brands All Brands

REGIONAL CAPABILITIES Europe, East Coast USA, Middle East, Africa and APAC HDE (Help Desk Centre 24/24)

ENGINEERS AND TECHNICIANS Technicians and Engineers dedicated to Product Business Units


